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ARE YOU A
  VILLAIN?

Villains are way too cool! Or are they...
 
This edition of the Journal explores the ideas if villains are
cooler than heroes. It's interesting how heroes and villains
seem to blend and blur the lines. It's also interesting that
the villains ALWAYS end up losing, despite the fact they
are stronger, smarter, and more ambitious. They also
seem to be way cooler. The power of ONE villain always
comes SO close to beating the heroes. It is beautiful,
strange, unrealistic, yet it inspires us all the time. 
 
Enjoy this VILLAIN edition of The Journal. Explore the
ambition and power of a villain, and embrace the real
side of the human spirit.



VILLAIN
 

"NEVER SETTLE.
TAKE WHAT YOU

DESERVE. BE
THE BEST THAT

YOU CAN BE
WITH NO

REGRETS."
The hardest choices require the strongest

wills.
Add a little bit of body text



WHO DAT
TEACHER?!

 
Guess and match the teacher with their favorite Marvel Character!

Answers are in the back!

JP

brenden

lindakelly

daniel

patrick
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The Great Villain Friends
by: Andrew



Great Rew was resting at his underground lab with his friends. One of them was reading a newspaper. 

He said, "Hey dude." 

"What's up bro?" Rew answered.

"Duperman is up again, but he said 'I want to fight with GRI.' Doesn't GRI stand for Great Rew?" Rew thought about it.

"Yeah, I think so. Thanks for the info, dude!" And he got up.

"We will get the weapons, bro!" The friends said. They brought guns and knives and everything.

"Hey, gang, calm down, man. I didn't say to get the knives. All I need is Samsung Electronic eye glasses, the gun that

holds up to 10,000 bullets made by myself, and my flying boots by crocs. Get the knives out of this place, right now. 

Or else..."

Then they got up and put all the weapons in the closet. They knew how angry Rew was when he got mad. He would pull

the trigger. Rew got ready.

"Bros, I'll be back in a week. You have to be here, fixing the roof."

"Why do I have to fix it?"

"You'll know the reason in a second." And then he flew. His flying boots helped him. There really was a hole on the roof,

because of Rew.

"Dang it!" One of them said. "Shut up, man. He might hear that! Keep your mouth shut!”  But he didn't. Rew flew

higher. In less than half an hour, Great Rew got to Mount Kilauea. There was Duperman.

"I, GRI, came to fight with you, Duperman. But in a second, you will be zeroman."

And he shot a gun towards him. The bullet went forwards Duperman, but he dodged it. Unfortunately, he fell into the

volcano. He was wearing his jumping suits so he lived. But his suit melt. Now, Duperman punched Rew. Rew fell down

from the volcano, but he grabbed a stone and thRewt to the volcano. It went to the center of the volcano. Mount

Kilauea erupted. Duperman died by lava. He tried to dodge the lava, but he could not. If he jumps, he will have no

jumping suits, so he would kill himself. "Nooooooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!" 

He barked a second before dying. A minute passed. Duperman was covered with white ashes and hot rocks. Reporters
came, but it was almost impossible to find him from yards of ash. Rew was nowhere seen. 
He was flying home, up to the sky.

A week passed since Rew got out of the lab. Friends were exhausted. They finally fixed the roof. A minute passed. Rew

was flying home. When he landed, all of his friends punched him. He made a hole again!!

"Dudes, Dudes! I'm sorry! Please save me....." As expected, he died.

So when he died, one of his friends who hit him the most, was the second Great Rew. He got everything from Rew the

first. He was known as Great RewI. He was even more evil than the first Rew. The same thing happened. RewI went to

fight and made a hole and died. His crocs, eye glasses, and the gun all broke. So he died more violently. 

Then, there was nobody to be the next Rew. The Rew villains had power for only 2 people. The other friends went to jail

for helping the Rews. They said they will never do this thing again. It became a peaceful year.

Well, there might be some other villains one day...

The Great Villain Friends
by: Andrew



Swordalex and Shieldalex
by: Dustin



      Long ago, there were two strong weapon fighters called Swordalex and Shieldalex. They were friends.

They had a strong power called 'weapon controller'. You could control weapons without touching it.

Swordalex can control swords and Shieldalex can control shields. Swordalex's most powerful weapon is

called MPSW (stands for Most Powerful Sword). MPSW has two jagged tips and it was very fast.

Shieldalex's most powerful weapon is called MPSH (stands for Most Powerful Shield). MPSH was a

bubble that had spikes around it. They were trained in the Weapon Fighters School. They were the

strongest weapon fighters and the school was peaceful until the evilness made a big problem.

      One day, the evilness made Shieldalex evil. Shieldalex tried to destroy the school, but Shieldalex

blocked him. Shieldalex was made, but there were too many of weapon fighters. Shieldalex ran away with

a flash. Soon, he knew what happen to Shieldalex. The master in the school asked if anybody would go

and bring back Shieldalex. Only Swordalex said he could go. He started to pack up his baggage. He

packed foods, clothes, money, shoe, water, weapon, and MPSW. He said goodbye to all of the people in

the school and each student gave little bit of power to make Swordalex stronger. He started his journey to

find Swordalex.

      Swordalex followed Shieldalex's power. He found a big castle. When Swordalex opened the door, lots

of evilness got out and tried to make Swordalex evil. However, he used weapon controller to block all the

evilness and used swords to kill the evilness. When Swordales tried to stab the last evilness, there was a

shield that blocked it. When all the evilness dies, there were no more evil people. They both used MPSW

and MPSH. Swordalex used MPSW to attak and Shieldalex used MPSH to block it. There were a big

explosion. The MPSW and MPSH both got broken. They both had no more weapons until there was a

mighty sword in Swordalex's pocket. This sword was given by Swordalex's dad. Swordalex threw the

sword to the last evilness. The world had no more evil people. Swordalex carried Shieldalex to the school.

They were both tired.

      A week later, they both got better. The master made better MPSW and MPSH weapons. One day

when they were resting, Shieldalex said to write a story about their adventure. Swordalex liked it. 

That story is very fun, so if you want to know the story, you finished it right now.

Swordalex and Shieldalex
by: Dustin



The War of Elements
by: Jun



   Skerlian was having a bad day. He had no luck finding the pesky heroes the 'Legion of Protectors'. 

The legion had 8 members representing the good side of the 8 totems.  Skerlian was sitting on his throne

grumbling all day till he got the news. "Sir, our agents from the dark team found one member from the legion."

said General Darcia.  Skerlian was screaming with joy. If you were there you could see his face painted with joy.

He ordered the General to bring in the prisoner. The General did as she was told and brought 

the prisoner.

         "Hmmm..... Aqua from the Legion of Protectors." "A good person to make a trade." He ordered 

the General to wait outside. For a hour Skerlian and Aqua talked. Then Skerlian ordered Darcia to take Aqua to

the lab. The reason is so he could beak the bond of the water totem and Aqua. Every totem user has a bond

with the totem they have. Skerlian's totems are hidden in his lair. The lair is in the Bermuda Triangle. Fun Fact

the reason why ships and planes go missing is because Skerlians army sink them for money, food, and items for

the lair. Anyway, the talk with Aqua made him think about something.

         He thought about why he started fighting the legion. it started long ago when he started using his totems

for evil the totems split to the good and bad side. he began to fight them to get the other half ever since. 

Also -.

        "Sir, we completely extracted the water totem." said Darcia interrupting Skerlians flashback. "Good." said

Skerlian. He ordered Darcia to bring the totem and Aqua. The General did as he was told.

        When he got the totem he connected his water totem with the new one. The totem bursted with blinding

light and faded after a few seconds. Using the totems he located the legions base. Then he made a live

announcement to the legion. Saying "Everyone there I have captured Aqua. If you want to see him again bring

your totems to me. If you attack me Aqua dies okay." Then Skerlian waited for the legion. Like he predicted the

legion came. They gave Skerlian the Totems. But, then  Inferno one of the members hit Skerlian. As Skerlian

predicted they attacked. So he was prepared. He immediately launched a wave of agents. So Skerlian easily beat

the legion. 

        He tied the members up. Then he said "Now since you gave me the totems I can change reality itself." So

that's what he did. He changed reality.

The War of Elements
by: Jun



Skeeter
by: Kenny



3521.'Click, cling, click, cling'. A mysterious sound was heard from Dr. Cimbar's laboratory.

"This robot, Skeeter, will be the greatest invention ever!" shouted Cimbar.

 

Cimbar had a situation 10 years ago. Dr. Leo had copied Cimbar's invention: The Gold Toaster. Cimbar

wanted revenge. He worked on making the AI robot 'Skeeter'. He had finally completed making this

invention. Cimbar made the memory chip and then put it inside Skeeter's head. Skeeter was meant to

attack Dr. Leo.

'Skeeter!" called out Cimbar.

"Yes, master," replied Skeeter.

"Tell me about Leo." said Cimbar in a cheerful voice.

Cimbar ordered Skeeter to tell about Leo to find out if the memory is in its head correctly.

"Born at 3317, horrible inventor, copied master's Gold Toaster.", Skeeter said.

"OK. It's time for revenge," whispered Cimbar.

Cimbar and Skeeter moved to 'Caeruleus'(which means dark in latin)City. That's where Dr. Leo's

laboratory is. Cimbar called out Skeeter before his revenge.

"You might succeed this mission, OK?" shouted Cimbar.

"Of course, never gonna disappoint you," replied Skeeter.

But Dr. Leo was prepared. He knew that Cimbar invented Skeeter. He prepared a tazer gun and fake

memories to put inside in Skeeter's body. But SKEETER WAS READY FOR REVENGE FOR HIS

MASTER. Skeeter went into Leo's lab. Leo aimed the tazer gun as Skeeter came into his lab.

'POWWWWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' Leo shot the tazer gun.

"You should not be playing here!", cried Leo.

By the moment the electricity of the tazer gun floated into Skeeter's body. Then, it floated to Skeeter's

memory chip.

Dr. Leo shouted "You and Cimbar will be dead! And your robot will be mine!"

His head was hammering every moment inside Skeeter's head.

"AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!!!" cried Skeeter.

He broke the tazer gun and woke up. With his bomb, Skeeter destroyed Dr. Leo's lab.

A few days later, Skeeter and Cimbar became famous and were on TV. They were on a interview.

"What made you able to fight against Leo?" the reporter asked.

"I don't know...but perhaps it was the electricity?" replied Skeeter.

Skeeter
by: Kenny



Fight with the Shoe Owner
by: Olivia



Jasmine had an exhausting day. Well, she was late for school so she had to put up her hands for one hour.

Also she need to write a very long letter of apology. Time passed by slowly. Also she had a lot of

homework from school. She was very tired.

The next day, the owner of the shoe shop moved his house beside to Jasmine house. His name was

Mr.Wabino. With a tired voice, Jasmine said "Hi~" to Mr.Wabino. Mr.Wabino replied, "Oh hello Jasmine."

It was very strange how could he know her name. It was like the second time to see him. Well,

Mr.Wabino's shoe shop was awesome! There were a lot of cool shoes. Mr.Wabino accepted to see

everything but except one room. Jasmine wanted to enter but see didn't have the INVI YOYO. INVI YOYO

is a yoyo which only makes Jasmine invisible. so she just returned to her home. That night she was full of

curiosity about the do not enter room. It was just a room so it was very strange. Jasmine stressed so she

tried to forget everything and just sleep.

The next morning, she went to school one minute before the school started. She also didn't forget the

yoyo and brought it. When she went to school a strange situation happened. Why did Wabino visit? He

said funny jokes making himself funny. After the class, Jasmine saw the sky. The sky was rainy that made

Jasmine feel pessimistic. Well, something bad really happened. She heard Mr.Wabino threatening

Jasmine's teacher that to make him a teacher. Now Jasmine knew Mr.Wabino wanted her yoyo. He

always asked her if she had any yoyos. Now she won't call him Mr.Wabino. Only Wabino. 

The fight starts now.

Jasmine tried to teach a lesson. After school, she went to Wabino's shoe shop by invisible. She put little

but sharp pins everywhere. When Wabino came a very funny thing happened. Wabino cried a lot. That

night Wabino said could he sleep in Jasmine house. Mom said okay with a smile. Well, it was a bad luck,

Wabino drew things with a pen to Jasmine's face. Jasmine blew a fuse so she went to Wabino's shoe shop

with invisibility and put super glue in Wabino's head when Wabino was sleeping. 

Well, the result was not bad. Wabino ran and ran and ran and nobody even him didn't know where he

went. Wabino was a bad person who tried to bad things with the yoyo. He tried to steal it. Jasmine

became a hero to everyone (most of all to her teacher).

After all of these events, there were no more incidents.

Fight with the Shoe Owner
by: Olivia



DEATH CENTURY
by: Will



Once upon a time at a galaxy far from earth in 7261, the  people from planet Plexium called Plexians

united the galaxy by making the dark people into dust and also making their planet Sergeve into dust. 

13 years later the united galaxy made a team of 3. They were almost gods. There was Alpha, the one who

controls nature, Gamma the one who leads the monsters, and Texion who controls gravity. 

But on the other side of the galaxy, 3 dark people who had extremely strong super powers got a way to

remake their people and even their planet back. The Plexian bodies have a particular energy in their blood

flowing that energy is their lives and if they don’t have it they become air. And if the dark people get it,

they can rebuild their planet and get their dead people back. The dark people planned to kill all the

Plexians and get all energy so they can rebuild and get revenge. So general Ray sent Pyro the one from

hell who leads the souls, Denizen who controls time and space, and lastly Brudus the person who can

make anything become alive. 

The 3 dark people trained for 2 years for the big battle. Ray the general hacked the network of the

Plexians and discovered the location of the army. Their plan was to destroy the small army that protects

the galaxy. Even though they destroyed a team, the Plexian army did not know because there were a lot

of armies and they put a hologram of the army. Then they planned to fight with the armies of the Plexian  

heroes. They already knew where they are going to be. They fought against the Plexians with Gamma's

monster army, Pyro's soul army, and finally with Brudus. 

 The day came they could destroy the army. Denizen sent them to the black hole. The army blocked the

front of the Plexian army. Denizen space-teleported the whole army. They started the war, but all of a

sudden the started to run against each other. The souls took the armies energy and the robot army that

Brudus made shot bullets with energy. But the Plexian army was also strong. They had high quality

weapons and they were very well trained. 

The battle went on for days and weeks and months and years it shook the whole galaxy. It went on until

only the 3 dark people and the 3 heroes were left. They all fought as hard as they can. A few days later

Alpha made Brudus into dust. Alpha smashed him with a giant rock. 

Right away Pyro sent Alpha to hell by bringing a giant soul. But then Texion grabbed Pyro and went up

to the air using gravity. Pyro said to Denizen send him together to the sun so he can smash Texion to the

sun. Denizen refused but Pyro said it was an order so he did not want to but he had to. All of a sudden

Gamma's monsters attacked. Denizen was furious because his two best friends died. He sent the whole

army to the middle of outer space. Then Gamma turned into a giant monster and attacked  so Denizen

made him really old by controlling time. Denizen got all the energy and went home. They rode a giant

spaceship and disappeared into dark outer space. Their planet would be out there somewhere...

                                                                                           ...Denizen will definitely be back.

                                                                          

DEATH CENTURY
by: Will
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MARVEL CUPCAKES!
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The  Javerine
by: Bryan



There was a teenager named Jason. He was a kid genius. He even made a robot that does all the house work
for his mom. He went to Milton university. He was nice and friendly to everyone. One day Jason went hiking
with his family on mountain Javerine. On the top there was a mist of cloud Jason thought it was cool. He went
it alone. Suddenly Jason felt faint! One week later Jason woke up in a hospital. The hospital said they didn't
know what was causing Jason's sickness. So Jason just came back home. For months he stayed home still
researching what caused Jason's sickness. He had to cancel school! 
5 months later, Jason found out that the mist was causing his sickness. Jason had a brilliant idea!
He was going to make himself a suit. His first suit he worked on it for a whole year. There was bolts and other
tools on Jason's room. It was like a maze. His first suit was not fancy or light. But, it kept him safe.Once again
he started school and made lighter fancier suits. But once again he had a problem. All the kids bothered him
with questions. Poor Jason had to cancel school again and work on his new suit. Jason thought it was the best
invention! It was super light and small. Plus, it was invisible. After that everything was normal. It was a normal
day in the Bloom country. 
And one normal day for Jason who was going to his school. It was a normal day at school and it ended. Jason
was going back home from school and met a person that looked so fake! Suddenly he grabbed Jason and took
him to the deep woods. There he took out his mask and he was Zanas from outer space. Zanas was an outer
space villain that looked same as humans. Zanas wanted to kill Jason and steal his suits. Of course Jason
already knew that because of his high tech suit. It was very close but Jason ran away. At home Jason was
thinking very hard it was like he couldn't sleep. Finally, he decided to make himself the last suit he was ever
going to make. It was protected by every angle. It was armed with all kinds of weapons. Missile, beams, laser,
guns. It was also able to fly with jet boots. Also into space. 
The colors were shining gold and black. Soon he was going to revenge. Luckily it was break time in Milton
university. Jason prepared hard. He tested every single systems and skills on his suit. He even flown 
to the moon. 
But one night he thought what if people now I have lots of suit. Jason just got that thought out from his head
because tomorrow was go time. Next morning at five Jason thought of a name for his suit. 
Finally, he decided to name it Javerine after Javerine mountain. At 6pm,  Javerin's system turned on. Javerine
blasted off to where Zantas lived. He shot out like a bullet through the dark space. Finally, he landed on the
planet. Javerine destroyed everything in the planet. At last he found Zantas it was a one to one battle. He
fought for his life, blasting out all he has. Jason who was inside the Javerine suit was shouting ferociously. He
fought until his suit broke. However, Zantas was weakening too. Finally, the Javerine used his last weapon. 
At last! Zantas had been killed. Only problem was that how was he going back to home. Jason's suit was going
to run out of power. 
 Jason thought it was worth a try. He used all his energy to near earth. And floated the way to earth. He landed
with a big thud. Soon Jason got famous news reporters came and took pictures. 
Jason always kept the Javerine suit, but no one got to see it ever again.

The  Javerine
by: Bryan



The Unfamiliar Invisible Case
by: Chelsea



Once upon a time, there was a powerful lion who could become invisible and who liked to see other people feeling

pain. He felt ecstatic when he saw people crying or being depressed. That cruel lion was named Ricardo the

Lionhead. Ricardo usually stayed invisible in the dark cave which was his usual comfy home. He was a lion who was

eager to hunt in the forest that had dazzling light.

One day, Ricardo woke up and snapped his fingers and became invisible and his loyal bats came to him and asked

“Our fearless, fabulous leader Ricardo! What would you eat for breakfast?” Ricardo said he wanted to eat

deer meat and flamingo meat. Soon, plenty of various kinds of fresh bloody meat came right in front of him. 

He became full and fell asleep immediately. A few hours later, Ricardo woke up with anger. He couldn’t stop his

body from making someone hurt or fool. Therefore, he broke his own rule and just went out of his cave because he

still knew that nothing bad would happen. In front of the cave, he saw two cars full of people. the two cars were

coming closer to each other but still apart. Suddenly, Ricardo had a brilliant idea to make humans feel bad and make

them hurt. He tiptoed to the car that was coming toward his side and “BOOM!” pushed one car to another. The car

he pushed rolled over to another and landed on top of a large rock. This was a big accident that Ricardo expected

but he thought it was an amusing sight to see. This made Ricardo feel splendid and fascinating.

Two sets of eyes were sparkling in the dark. They were heroes! The kind of people who could save the day and rescue

the world from peculiar situations. They were named Henry and Catherine who were best friends. They both had

eyes that were gleaming with thoughts about powerful courageous adventures and fascinating cases. Henry and

Catherine thought deeply about this case. This unusual case was suspicious for them. Two cars were coming closer to

each other and suddenly one car just went straight up towards to the other in a great speed. They thought that this

accident couldn't happen for a car that was going on a regular speed. There was one more thing that was really

strange, When the two cars were crashing to each other, even though this was happening in front of the cave, the

bats were watching what was happening. They were active and it was not that dark. The streams of light were

gleaming splendidly and making everyone sweaty and hot. Since bats are nocturnal animals, they move actively in

the dark not in the day time. The heroes decided to sneak into the cave and see the bats. Before going into the cave,

the heroes had to take care of the accident. they went to the cars and the people inside were suffering from pain,

Henry rescued the patients and called the police. Inside the cave, it smelled like a rotten egg. It smelled extremely

unpleasant. They went inside and heard a noise that sounded unclear due to the echo. They turned on the lamp, only

little bit so that they won’t be found. After a few minutes walking, they heard a clear voice. “Today's’ car accident

was the best accident ever! It was awesome! Probably all the people would have died. Isn’t it wonderful?” The heroes

stopped their breath and listened. They peaked in where they heard the voice. They couldn't believe their eyes. The

voice was heard but there was nothing that was seen. Henry and Catherine assumed that there is something invisible

creature inside the cave. Now, they decided to find out what that invisible creature is. They decide to make a fire and

make that creature get frightened and get out of the cave. Henry lit fire and threw it into the cave.

The Unfamiliar Invisible Case
by: Chelsea



Soon enormous amount of bats flew toward and entrance of the cave. Catherine blew a whistle and a giant hawk

came and the rode it. They searched for bats  but they disappeared immediately. They asked the hawk to put on a

great amount of fire which was his capacity. In a short time, the forest was covered with big fire and they saw trees

collapsing even though there was no fire.

They went to that area and there they heard a groaning noise. It was Ricardo!! They threw fire towards that area so

that Ricardo couldn’t escape back into the cave. Ricardo became visible and turned into a lion. He was fervent to

fight. The heroes got off the hawk and made the hawk blow fire by itself. That way, they could spread more fire,

Ricardo started to spread water and tried to get rid of the fire. 

When Ricardo turned around, Catherine threw fire at the tail and forced Ricardo to lay down. The hawk lastly blew

fire to Ricardo’s entire body. Ricardo was screaming with pain and anger. Soon after, there was just ash of a burned

creature with no shape. The heroes and the hawk rushed to the forest and put out  all the fire and the smoke of the

fire covered the sky peacefully.

 

It was a victory for the heroes. Catherine and Henry went back to normal school life with friends and family.

However, when people are in danger, they promised to come back and save the world!

The Unfamiliar Invisible Case
cont'd





The  Contest of Destiny
by: Eunice



"You need to win it, Louren." Louren was keep thinking about it. Alice Chamin, the world swimming champion always

got a gold medal on every swimmming contest. Louren always got a silver medal. Alice was the one who always made

Louren get stressed. Alice did not practice as much as Louren. Alice's mother was also the swimming world champion.

Alice also ignored other swimming athletes. While Louren was keep practicing, Alice always played every day. Alice

did not worry. She will get a gold medal, of course. On the contest that Louren and Alice took part a year before,

Louren swam 100 meter in 30.2 seconds. Alice swam 100 meter in 30.1 seconds, and she won. However, Louren

swam the 100 meter in 29.3 seconds yesterday. It was a world record! But it was just practice. The contest was

tomorrow. She needed to swim as fast as today. But somehow, Louren was feeling something. Something very bad.

Something bad will happen tomorrow, but she decided to just sleep hoping she would win the contest. "Start~now!"

"Baam!" The swimming contest started. However, Louren was so slow. She couldn't move her legs very well. "Alice

wins!" The announcer said. "Of course, Alice wins again!" 

July 21st, 6:00 a.m.

"Beep! Beep!" Louren's alarm clock rang. "No way!" Louren shouted as she woke up. 'Phew..... what a bad dream!'

Louren thought and quickly prepared to go to the pool where the contest will take place. Only 3 hours had left until

the start of the contest! 

July 21st, 8:00 a.m. There was a meeting of Louren and Alice. Louren never wanted to meet Alice, but the people

working on the TV stations said so. 'Ahhh, why do the TV station guys always decide everything?' Louren groaned as

she walked into the cafe next to the pool. "Hello~~Louren. It is such a pleasure to meet you, Louren." Alice said with

fake lovely eyes looking at Louren instantly. 'Gross,' Louren thought as she said, "Me too! I feel extremely happy to see

you!" thinking, 'I feel extremely awful to see you.' It was just like Louren and Alice was in a "acting nice" contest. "Oh

sorry, can l go to the restroom for a minute?" Alice said, and the TV station man went to interview other athletes. 

July 21st, 9:00 a.m.

"Bang!" "Every athlete, start now!"The contest started. Louren swam as fast as she can. She was fast as the day when

she got the record - 9 seconds. But it was right, "Don't get too excited." Louren's heartbeat got faster and faster.

Louren felt like flying even though she was in the water. "Louren Santo is winning Alice! Wow! Its a new world

record!" The announcer said. It was that second. Louren began to roll. The rushing water kept make Louren drink the

water even though the water was moving weakly. Louren soon heard the announcer speaking, "Wow! Alice wins! She

wins again!" and it was Louren's last memory. 

July 22nd, 9:00 p.m. 

Louren, wake up! Are you all right?" Louren woke up with her friend's worried words. When she opened her eyes, she

saw her best friend named Jina Cyrstaline who is a detective. Louren said, "Jina, why did you come, and where am l? I

think l'm in a hospital...." looking puzzled. "Louren, yesterday you swallowed a lot of water. Also, you got shocked.

That's why you are in the hospital." Jina said. "How about Alice?"

The Contest of Destiny
by: Eunice



Louren asked. "She won, but most of the people are suspecting her of making the line where you swam's water roll.

Its why l'm here, to investigate about that! Also, there might be another contest if Alice is who made the water roll."

Jina said. Louren shouted, "You're the best friend I could hope for!" as she stood up and hugged Jina.

July 23rd, 10:00 a.m. 

Louren and Jina met to find clues together. Louren's health ameliorated, fortunately. "I think Alice did something

when she said, "Can l go to the restroom?"instead of going to the restroom." Jina said. The CCTV showed that Alice

went to the swimming pool. Then, she dropped her watch and left it sink to the pool. "Hmm.... what's that watch?

Maybe the swimming pool's cleaning lady might have found it!"Louren said excitedly. "Great idea!"Jina said. 

July 23rd, 11:00 a.m.

"Hello, we're sorry but have you seen any watch when you were cleaning the pool?" Jina and Louren asked. They

have met the cleaning lady. "Yes, l've found it during when l was cleaing the pool." The lady said. "Sorry, but can we

see it for a while?" Louren asked. "Of course!" The lady said as she handed Louren the clock. "Hmm. There might be

some button in this watch." Jina said as she observed the watch. Louren pushed a small circle on the edge of the

watch. "Maybe this might be the button." Louren said as she pushed the button. Then, Louren's hand that was

holding the watch that shook. "We've got it!"Louren and Jina said as they dropped the watch into the water. The

water rolled just like the day before yesterday. "Alice used this clock for her victory!" Jina said excitedly. 

July 25th, 9:00 a.m. 

After Jina proved Alice made the water of the pool roll, people were surprised that Alice was against the rule - 'Do

not do anything to win the contest except practicing every day.' So, people decided to give Alice a chance, and if she

did not get 1st prize in the contest, she can no longer become a swimming athlete anymore. 

'Beep!' The loud whistle's sound told that the swimming contest started. Louren was very fast. From the day she

began to know that there was another contest in July 25th, she practiced so much. Seeing Louren swimming

freestyle, it was just like her hands were the world's fastest propeller. When she was doing butterfly, it really looked

like she was a gracefully flying butterfly. Louren finally won - she swam the 100 meter in 28.9 seconds. She made

a new world record, and everyone praised her. She became the world champion. 

"You won it, Louren!" she shouted to herself, skipping along as she went home.

The Contest of Destiny
cont'd





Oliver Brown
by: Grace



When someone said to Oliver,"Hey bro, you're extraordinary. Did you know that?" 

Oliver always said he was an ordinary boy in an ordinary friendly neighborhood. Well he was friendly. Very friendly.

But everyone was sure he was not ordinary. He was EXTRAORDINARY. Oliver was a clever and a wise boy that has

the waterfall of kindness flowing inside his heart. He had a big door named A GOAL in front of him, and inside that

door there was his dream snoring and waiting for Oliver to open that door.
And Oliver had 2 years to find a key and open the locked and big door to find his dream. He had 3 goals. Number 1.
Go to UCLA (University of California at Los Angeles) Number 2. Grab a job. Number 3. Live happily ever after. Just
like an ending of a fairy tale. But his life was NEVER a fairy tale. 
At age 17, he studied for the whole year to get into the HCLA (High-school of California at Los Angeles). Students in
HCLA had an earlier chance to enter UCLA if they can avoid elimination. In age 18, Oliver could enter HCLA and was
in team A with all those new students (HCLA does not have classes. They have team A to team Z with 4 students
each.). In team A there was Andrew Kennethstone who was in 1st place all the time, Ali Annetree who went through
360 competitions and received 360 prizes, and then there was Victoria Scarlet. She was not supposed be there. 
A girl named Bianca Hette was earning her spot there, but her father wanted her to study about fashion in Milano in
Italy. Bianca could not disagree which caused Victoria Scarlet to enter team A. Andrew was the team leader. Oliver
was just a team-mate. Then Andrew announced to the team. "As a team leader, I announce a happy hello to the team.
Welcome Ali Annestone who went through 360 competitions and received 360 prizes. And Oliver Brown who was
the perfect teenager when he arrived at science and math competitions. And..." 
Andrew squinted his eyes when he said this. "And Victoria Scarlet who entered instead of Bianca Hette who is
studying fashion in Milano right now." Ali and Oliver was thrilled but Victoria wasn't. This yellow-haired lady was just
having a weird look that looked really weird. The next day, Victoria was gone. And team S vanished. And it was
raining full with storms. "That's weird.", said Ali. "If I watch the pattern of the climate, it shouldn't rain." Oliver and
Andrew agreed. And it was true. The day was Wednesday, and it was Oliver's turn to go and buy Butter and Button's
dog meal. "It's just a dog meal.", said Ali. "We can just make it." "Never.", said Andrew. "We can't give a chance for
Butter and Button to DIE!" 
"Fine.", said Oliver." I'll go." Oliver grabbed his wallet and jacket. He ran outside but he wasn’t wet. The whole thing
was looking weird. "Hologram!" Oliver shouted. 
The rain and lightning was all hologram. And he knew who did this. Oliver quickly bought the dog food ran back to
the Team A only dormitory and started to fix his glasses and his watch. He connected it to all kind of websites he could
find and went to search for... "Hey there." It was Victoria Scarlet the one he was looking for. Everything turned black.
He was controlled somehow by several websites. He heard Victoria laughing. Someone hit him. And poked him.
"Ouch!" What was happening? Why was it happening? And who was doing this? He just went out for a search and he
was in danger. And this big rock was rolling and....... Poosh! The shield attached to Oliver's watch appeared. 
Everything came back again. 
Then Oliver saw Victoria Scarlet. Victoria threw a rock at Oliver. Oliver ran. "I am always in second place because of
you! Disappear! Vanish! Forever!" Victoria hollered. She was now starting to shoot arrows at Oliver. Oliver's shield was
having no problem with it. 'If it can protect this much,' thought Oliver. It might be really strong!' He hit Victoria's foot
with it. "Disappear! Vanish! Forever!" Oliver hollered. Victoria flew away. And good news. Bianca Hette came to have
her place back! Team A wouldn't be the strongest but they'd be the smartest from now on.
1, 2, 3...VANISH!

Oliver Brown
by: Grace



Bob’s Revenge Villain Story
by:  Jinho



In the city of evil there was a man called Bob and BobO. They used to live in the great city of Dudeville

but their city mayor had them deported, even though they did nothing wrong. So they decided to get

revenge. But they needed a competent colleague. They went to Mr.Sam who was a representative of the

ones who got the deportation order from the mayor. They quickly created a team called the Revengers. 

 

The Revengers agreed to attack the mayor’s house at midnight when everyone was sleeping but

unfortunately, there were guards with guns all over the garden. Even though they only had one pistol

and three blades they decided to have a battle.

 
They fought very hard and to my surprise, the Revengers won! They went into the house and found the old mayor

they kidnapped him. But still Bob wanted to do more revenge. he planned to destroy the 1000-story building

which was right next to the city hall. Mr.Sam didn’t wanted to do more revenge. So he went to the police and told

them what Bob was trying to do. 

 

The police chief Mr. Ramen said “We shall send those criminals to the dungeon!”. Right after that the

police acted quickly. All the army and police of Dudeville surrounded the tall building. Bob already knew

that police will surround the building, so he bought an AIRBUS A380 and drove it towards the high

building but Mr.Sam was smarter.

 
He made the airforce of Dudeville to destroy the great plane, so Bob ran away. Even though his plane was

destroyed he stole a cannon. It was made to destroy. He brought it to Dudeville and fired it. But to my surprise all

the shells got busted when it got near to the building! Soon the police came near Bob. So Bob ran away fast as he

could and finally gave them a slip. Then he hid in the sewer.

This time Bob wanted revenge more than ever. More than ever, in the whole wide world. They had made

an atomic bomb and launched it toward Dudeville. 

 

The city was destroyed, and Bob had his success for revenge.

Bob’s Revenge Villain Story
by:  Jinho
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by: Joheun



From the Galaxy to the Earth
by: Joheun

You probably wonder what is out there in the enormous galaxy. Well, there is something special. I am a
galaxordous creature named ‘Gade Sovior.’ I live out there far away from your little round thing that you guys call,
Earth. I have a family like you do, too. But I am so different from my family members. I have a skull-shaped face
with eyeballs that can come out. I always wear a black cape. Also, I can turn into anything I want.
I have a plan. I have a plan to go to earth as a human shaped boy. I am going to a city called New York City and
capture all of you humans! I am going to capture everything that lives on the earth. Well and then, I am going to
use everything I have captured, my slave! I am getting ready to go to earth. I am getting ready to become a human
boy with two legs and arms. After three seconds I am going to be a human. ‘3……2……1!’ ”PUFF!” I felt weird. I was
sitting on a chair. In front of me, there was a chair. There was a pencil on one, and an eraser on my other hand.
“Gade, can you please come up and introduce yourself?”
Suddenly a young lady called my name. I had to go to the front. I had to introduce myself as a human. I went to the
front. I opened my lips and said “Hi. I am a galex…. Oops! I am a human named Gade Sovoir. Umm… thank you.”
Everybody stared at me with their big, eyes. This felt weird. I have never felt this feeling before. “Well, thank you
Gade.” said the young lady again. From that on we had to read and write over and over. I had to do something
quickly, or else my plan is going to be ruined. The next day, I went to the bathroom. And I changed into my own
self. With the cape and me, I captured all the people in the bathroom with my laser power. Soon, I captured all the
people in the school. This was quite easier than I thought. When I just passed the people beside me, then they would
be captured. Before a lot of people came, I escaped through the window. By that evening, I had captured everybody
in New York city. One of my dream was to actually see the blue floating liquid. So, I flew to a place called ‘Florida’.
There I could see the thing I wanted. When I touched it, it felt like a slime that is blue, melted, but more liquid.
Then, I remembered I wasn’t the shape of a human. Everybody stared at me. I just felt like when I was introducing
myself. In a flash, I have captured everybody around me, except a kid. The kid was special. 
When I tried to capture it, the kid became invisible. The kid wore a dress. It had a long hair with a bid red ribbon. It
looked like the kid was a type of human called “girl”. A “girl” finally opened her red lips. “You are going to end it
today.” That made me scared. I never knew that a human can scare me. After all, it was all true. I never fought with
someone. I thought that was thing that only come out at the galaxy TV with a screen. When was thinking about
this, the kid became invisible. Suddenly, it pushed me in the back. When I looked back, it was too late. In a second, I
got punched in the face. Before I got another punch in the face, with a ‘swash’ noise, a very big wave of the liquid
came for us. Everybody was yelling in top of their apartments. “It’s a Tsunami!”, “Help!”, “SOS!” ”Please help!”
I was scared.
When it was about a foot away, the kid became invisible. I just had to fly, which was easy. But I couldn’t fly. It felt
like I was changing to a circle. I suddenly floated. Then I whooshed up into the air with a blast. I became a planet. 
A planet that is very next to your earth. Then I realized what I did wrong. 
The people I captured are now living on top me.
One day in the future, more humans on the earth can come and continue to live with me.
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The Final Favorites
52 students and teachers voted on their favorite MCU movies!
The Final Four are here!
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Answers

patrick  X  Iron Man 

Kelly   X  Spider-Man

brenden  X  Cap America

Daniel   X  Cap America JP     X  Spider-man

Linda    X   Black Widow
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Room 3

mighty dragons X Electric eagles
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Growing up, I always wondered why heroes seemed so great as
people, but not in power. I wished they were stronger, better than the

villain. But now I know that villains HAVE to be stronger than the
heroes. They represent the bigger challenges in life. They are meant

to be beaten, like Thanos in Endgame.
 

I don't believe I am a villain, but I am closer to one than a hero. At
least that's what I feel in my bones. I am not evil, but I definitely

believe in my own strength as a person and individual. I would never
rely on others like heroes do. I am still the most important person in

my own life. Maybe that will change some day.
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